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EXHIBIT 9 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT FOR THE 
RCA COLOR TELEVISION SYSTEM 

PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

THIS exhibit describes electronic equipment to produce a color tele- 
vision signal based on the NTSC color field test specifications released 

February 2, 1953, and to put it "on the air" within a standard 6 megacycle 
television broadcast channel. It must be emphasized at the beginning that 
color television equipment, like black and white television equipment, may 
be arranged in a great variety of ways to achieve any desired degree of 
operating flexibility. This exhibit is not intended to include the many possible 
types of operating arrangements, but will be confined mainly to descriptions 
of the various pieces of basic equipment actually developed, built and field - 
tested by RCA. 

It will be obvious to those familiar with black and white television 
station operation that many of the basic units to be discussed are subject to 
minor modifications in design when used in operating arrangements different 
from the types assumed here. It should also be pointed out that some of the 
equipment to be described was designed specifically for a field test program 
and includes some features that would not be necessary in equipment designed 
specifically for commercial operation. Detailed equipment requirements for 
broadcast stations and preliminary price estimates are discussed in Ap- 
pendix A. 

PART Il 

STUDIO EQUIPMENT 

Figures 1 and 2 are block diagrams showing the basic units needed in a 
color television studio arranged in two types of operating systems. The 
difference between the two figures lies in the switching method employed. 
Note that in both cases three local signal sources are assumed (two "live 
pickup" cameras and a flying -spot scanner for color transparencies), and 
two remote sources. In the arrangement shown in Figure 1, the camera 
switching is done before multiplexing so that red, green, and blue video lines 
must be switched simultaneously. This means, of course, that the camera 
switching system must have triple relays. A separate switching unit is 

required to mix the studio output with the remote signals since remote signals 
would normally come in on one line only. In the arrangement shown in 
Figure 2, each camera chain has its own colorplexer or multiplexing unit so 
that only one cable is required from each camera chain for connection to the 
switching system. In this case, an ordinary single -relay switching system 
may be employed and the remote lines may be fed through the same switch- 
ing system. 
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Fig. I -Block diagram showing a possible arrangement of color television studio 
equipment when switching is done before multiplexing. 
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Fig. 2 - Block diagram showing an ar -angement of color television studio 
equipment when switching is done after multiplexing. 
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The equipment shown in Figures 1 and 2 may be divided into six cate- 
gories for purposes of this exhibit: 

(1) Generators for synchronizing and control signals, 

(2) Image orthicon camera chain, 

(3) Flying spot scanners, 

(4) Switching equipment, 

(5) Colorplexers, and 

(6) Monitors. 

A. GENERATORS FOR SYNCHRONIZING AND CONTROL SIGNALS 

Six basic signals are needed for the control of cameras, monitors and 
other units in an RCA color studio. Four of these basic signals are the 
saine as those provided by a conventional synchronizing generator: 

(1) Horizontal drive, 

(2) Vertical drive, 

(3) Blanking, and 

(4) Sync. 

The other two control signals required for the RCA color system are: 

(5) A subcarrier signal locked in to an odd multiple of one - 
half the line frequency, and 

(6) A burst keying pulse occurring in time shortly after each 
horizontal sync pulse. 

1. SUBCARRIER OSCILLATOR AND COUNTER 

The color subcarrier frequency proposed in the NTSC field test signal 
specifications is 3.579545 mc. Two important considerations influenced the 
choice of this particular frequency. 

In order to utilize the frequency- interlace principle most effectively, it 
is desirable to make the subcarrier frequency some odd multiple of one -half 
the line frequency. Also, in order to minimize any possible interaction be- 
tween the subcarrier and the sound carrier as far as the images are concerned, 
it is desirable to make the frequency spacing between the subcarrier and the 
sound carrier equivalent to some odd multiple of one -half the line frequency. 
The frequency indicated above satisfies both these conditions; 3.579545 mc 
is 455/2 times the line frequency which is specified as the 286th subharmonic 
of 4.5 mc (which is the standard spacing between picture and sound carrier 
frequencies). The line frequency specified in this way is only 0.1% lower 
than the nominal value of 15,750 cps. 
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Fig. 3 - Subcarrier oscillator and counter unit (lower chassis). Upper cbnssi 
is a similar unit designed for 3.898125 mc. 

It has been found that the most practical way to maintain the proper 
harmonic relationship between the color subcarrier frequency and the scan- 
ning signals is by making the subcarrier oscillator the frequency standard of 
the system and using a counter chain to obtain a 31.5 kc (nominal value) 
signal to control a standard synchronizing generator. A typical oscillator 
and counter unit is shown in Figure 3. The crystal of the master oscillator 
is mounted in a thermostatically controlled oven to insure frequency stability 
within the ±.0003% tolerance recommended by the NTSC. The operation 
of the oscillator and counter unit is illustrated by the block diagram in 
Figure 4. The subcarrier output is obtained from a buffer amplifier to avoid 
loading of the master oscillator. 

A frequency reduction of 455 is obtained by means of three dividing 
stages which "count down" by factors of five, seven, and thirteen; the 
dividing stages in the unit illustrated consist of locked -in oscillators. A 
times -four multiplier is included in the counter chain because the sync 
generator may be most readily controlled by a 31.5 kc signal (equalizing 
pulse frequency), which is four times one -half the line frequency. The 
number 31.5 kc used in the preceding paragraph is nominal only. The pre- 
cise value is one -tenth of one percent lower. 
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2. SYNCHRONIZING GENERATOR 

A standard television synchronizing generator such as the RCA TG-1A 
shown in Figure 5 may be used in the RCA color television system. The 
only modification required is the inclusion of an arrangement whereby the 
31.5 kc signal from the subcarrier oscillator and counter unit may be sub- 
stituted for the 31.5 kc signal normally generated within the sync generator 
itself. 

J -' SUBCARRIER OUTPUT TO 
COLORPLEXERS.. MONITORS 

CRYSTAL 

OSC ILLA TOR BUFFER 

5 

OSCILLATOR 
7 

OSCILLATOR 
3. 579545 MC 715.909 KC APPROX 102.3 

KC 

=13 X 4 31.5 hcC TO 
BUFFER OSCILLATOR MULTIPLIER 

SYNC GENERATOR APPROX. APPROX. 
31. 5 KC 409.1KC 

Fig. 4 - Block diagram of a subcarrier oscillator- and counter unit. 

The frequency control selector switch for the TG -1A includes an "ex- 
ternal" position which may be utilized in making this simple modification. 
The 31.5 kc signal is used (after suitable shaping) to form the equalizing 
pulses and the serrations in the vertical sync pulses. A two-to -one counter 
is included in the sync generator to provide a 15,750 cps (nominal value) 
signal for the horizontal drive, horizontal blanking, and horizontal sync 
pulses, and a 525 -to -one counting chain (operating in steps of seven, five, 
five, and three) provides the 60 cps signal needed for . vertical drive and the 
vertical portions of the blanking and sync waveforms. Since conventional 
synchronizing generators have been fully described in the existing literature, 
no further discussion of them will be undertaken here. 

3. BURST FLAG GENERATOR 

The color synchronizing bursts in the RCA color television system are 
usually produced by gating circuits located within the colorplexer, the unit 
which multiplexes the red, green and blue signals to produce a single com- 
posite signal for transmission. The burst keying pulse used in such an 
arrangement is commonly known as a "burst flag ", which may be produced 
by a unit called a burst flag generator. 
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Fig. 5 - Front view of an RCA TG1A synchronizing generator. 

A typical burst flag generator is shown in block diagram form in Figure 
6. In this circuit basic timing information for the burst flag pulses is obtained 
from the standard horizontal driving signal. The nine horizontal drive 
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pulses that occur during the equalizing pulse and vertical sync intervals are 
keyed out by means of a 60 cycle pulse of adjustable width derived from 
vertical drive. This elimination circuit prevents bursts from appearing on top 
of vertical sync, where they would increase the total amplitude range re- 
quired for the signal. The leáding edges of the remaining horizontal drive 
pulses are used to trigger a multivibrator whose pulse width can be adjusted 
to establish the proper timing for the beginning of the burst flag pulses. 

The trailing edge of the "burst delay" pulse is used to trigger a second 
multivibrator whose pulse width is adjusted to conform to the desired burst 
duration. The physical appearance of a burst flag generator is shown in 
Figure 7. 

Fig. 7 - Burst flag generator. 
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B. IMAGE ORTHICON CAMERA CHAIN 

1. COMPONENTS OF THE CAMERA CHAIN 

Live pick -up cameras using three separate image orthicon tubes to pro- 
vide red, green and blue signals have been developed for the RCA color 
television system. As in the case of black and white television equipment, a 
complete camera chain includes a number of electronic units in addition 
to the camera proper. Figure 8 shows a complete RCA color camera chain, 
except for power supplies, and indicates the interconnections between the 
various units. 
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Fig. 8 -Block diagram showing the arrangement of units in an RCA color 
television camera chain. 

The camera proper contains a light splitting optical system, three image 
orthicon tubes, three video preamplifiers, horizontal and vertical deflection 
circuits for the image orthicon tubes, and a high voltage power supply. The 
electronic viewfinder consists of a black and white kinescope with the neces- 
sary deflection and video circuits to provide a picture for the camera operator. 

The rack -mounted camera control amplifier provides circuits for the 
preparation of the camera signals for transmission; this amplifier provides 
shading correction, the insertion of standard blanking pulses, gain control, 
and pedestal control. Separate units are used for aperture compensation and 
gamma correction. The important circuits in the camera proper and in the 
control amplifier may be operated from a remote control position mounted 
in a standard console section. A standard black and white master monitor, 
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equipped with an auxiliary unit, provides both kinescope and CRO displays 
of the camera signals for the video operator. 

2. OPTICAL SYSTEM 

The heart of the RCA color television camera is the image dividing relay 
optical system shown in Figure 9. The provision for four different objective 
lenses of different focal lengths on a rotatable turret gives the program 
director the same degree of freedom that he enjoys in black and white tele- 
vision in planning his "shots "; focal lengths from 50 mm to 25 inches can be 
accommodated, and lenses may be changed rapidly by the camera operator 
by means of a turret handle. 

The objective lens in use forms a real image within its associated con- 
denser lens. The image is kept in focus by moving the lens turret along its 
axis; the condenser lenses revolve with the turret but do not move longitudi- 
nally. 

A fixed relay lens system is used to transfer the real image within the 
condenser lens to the photocathodes of the image orthicons. This relay lens 
system provides the necessary working distance for the dichroic- mirror light 
splitter, which divides the light roughly into its red, green and blue com- 
ponents. 

The dichroic- mirror assembly introduces astigmatism in the light path 
because the displacement of the light rays by double refraction in passing 
through the mirrors is different in the horizontal and vertical directions. To 
correct for this astigmatism, two sheets of optically ground glass are mounted 
ahead of the relay lenses at the same angle with respect to a vertical axis that 
the dichroic mirrors are mounted with respect to a horizontal axis. 
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Fig. 9 - Sketch of the optical system used in an RCA three -tube color television 
camera. 
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Fig. 10 - RCA three -tube color television camera with viewfinder attached. 

It is also necessary to insert a horizontal astigmatism corrector in the 
blue channel so that the light rays in the red, green, and blue channels may 
all pass through the same total thickness of glass. All glass surfaces in the 
optical system are coated to minimize reflections. The remotely controlled 
iris mounted between the two relay lenses serves as the major overall gain 
control for the entire camera chain. 

A number of light filters are needed in the optical system. Dyed -gelatin 
or glass trimming filters are used to supplement the selectivity of the dichroic 
mirrors to achieve the exact spectral sensitivity curves desired for the camera. 
(The normal spectral sensitivity curve of the Type 1854 image orthicon 
tubes must also be considered when determining the required spectral char- 
acteristics for the trimming filters.) Neutral- density filters are needed to 
adjust the relative sensitivities of the three pick -up tubes so that they all work 
over the same portion of their transfer characteristics. 

Only two neutral -density filters are needed, since it is only necessary to 
reduce the sensitivities of two of the channels to match the least sensitive. 
When the camera is used in a studio illuminated by tungsten lamps, the blue 
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channel is usually the least sensitive (because of the deficiency of blue energy 
in the light), so neutral -density filters are most commonly used in the red 
and green channels. 

3. CAMERA PROPER 

The physical appearance cf the camera proper, with viewfinder attached, 
is shown by the photograph is Figure 10. The camera proper is about 15 
inches high and 39 inches long from front panel to rear panel. The width 
varies from about 16 inches at the front to 21 inches at the rear. The only 
parts of the optical system that are exposed when the camera doors are closed 
are the turret control handle (not visible in the photograph) and the lens 
turret itself. 

Optical focus is controlled by twisting one of the handle -bar type con- 
trol handles which project from the rear of the camera. The same handles 
are used for the control of panning and tilting motions. The outside of the 
camera is coated with aluminum paint so as to minimize the absorption of 
radiant heat energy. 

Figure 11 is a photograph of the camera with the side doors open and 
one of the deflection chassis swung out so as to show the form of construction 
and the accessibility of all components. The relay optical system is mounted 

Fig. 11 -RCA color television camera with doors open, showing accessibility of 
components. 
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Fig. 12-RCA color television canera showing one tube assembly swung out 
for image orthicon replacement. Note flexible hose for blower connection. 

on a rigid T- plate, which is in turn mounted directly on the base plate of the 
camera. The selsyn motor which drives the remotely -controlled iris may be 
seen in Figure 11. The selsyn transmitter which operates this motor is 
mounted at the video operator's console position. A potentiometer is coupled 
to the iris so that its setting may be indicated on a meter at the remote control 
position. The three image orthicon tubes are mounted within conventional 
focus and scanning coil assemblies which are located at the rear of the camera. 
Three separate blowers are used to cool the image orthicon tubes. Cooling 
air is brought into the socket end of each yoke assembly by means of a 
flexible hose leading from the blower. 

Any of the image orthicon tubes may be quickly replaced by swinging 
the entire tube and yoke assembly out the side of the camera, as shown in 
Figure 12, and then withdrawing the tube from the front of the yoke. The 
middle assembly may be swung out the left side when the outside assembly 
is first swung to its extreme outward position, while the third assembly is 

accessible from the right side of the camera. 
The tube and yoke assemblies are locked in place against accurately 

machined V- blocks during normal operation. When the image orthicon 
assemblies are in normal operating position, the entire optical system is light 
shielded so that the camera may be operated with the side doors open. 
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Pig. 13 - Close -up view of inside rear of RCA color television camera, showing 
focus control linkage. 

All electronic components in the camera are readily accessible for 
servicing. The vertical deflection circuits are mounted on a hinged chassis 
on the left side of the camera. This chassis may be swung outward to expose 
the tubes and larger components (and incidentally to obtain access to the 
optical system), and may be left in position to gain access to the smaller 
c( mponents and the wiring (see Figure 12). 

The horizontal deflection circuits and the high voltage power supply 
are mounted on a similar hinged chassis on the right side of the camera as 
shown in Figure 11. The video preamplifiers, mounted above the image 
orthicon tubes, are plug -in units that may readily be removed for replace- 
ment or servicing. A few miscellaneous electronic components are mounted 
on a shelf assembly at the rear of the camera which is quite accessible when 
the viewfinder is removed. 

The long shaft which may be seen in Figures 11 and 12 extending down 
the center of the camera is the turret control shaft. It actually consists of 
two parts - an outer sleeve « hich does not revolve but moves longitudinally 
to control the focussing action, and an inner shaft which is controlled by 
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the indexing handle at the rear of the camera to rotate the turret and the 
condenser lens assembly. Part of the mechanical linkage which provides 
coupling between the focus control and the outer sleeve of the turret control 
shaft is shown in Figure 13. The rotational movement of one of the panning 
handles is coupled to a lead screw by means of a set of beveled gears and a 
toothed belt and pulley arrangement. This lead screw in turn imparts a 

longitudinal movement to the outer sleeve of the turret control shaft. (In 
some models of the camera, the focus control consists of a crank type knob 
mounted on one side of the camera.) 

Details of the turret itself are shown in Figure 14. The turret, shown 
at the extreme right, rotates over a stationary drum which serves as a light 
trap. Detents are used to lock the turret into any one of its four operating 
positions. The "spider" shown within the light -shielding drum on the left 
hand side of the photograph is used to mount the condenser lenses. 

Fig. 14 - Lens turret assembly for a color television camera. 

4. REGISTRATION CONTROLS 

Both optical and electrical adjustments are provided to permit the 
camera operator to achieve good registration of the three images. The rela- 
tive positions of all components in the optical system are adjustable, and the 
individual tube assemblies are fitted with limited -range adjustments of longi- 
tudinal position to insure that all three primary images are brought to a focus 
simultaneously. To simplify electrical registration adjustments, the three 
deflection yokes are driven in parallel from common deflection circuits. 

To compensate for manufacturing tolerances in yokes and other com- 
ponents, the following electrical registration controls are provided: inde- 
pendent centering controls for the three tubes, independent height controls, 
independent width controls, and independent skew controls for the red and 
blue channels. 

The individual size controls (height and width) consist of small im- 
pedances in series with the respective deflection coils; overall size controls 
vary the amplitudes of the saw -tooth waveforms applied to the common 
deflection circuits. 

Skew controls are needed to correct for the tendency of some yokes to 
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Fig. 15 - Rear view of an RCA color television camera, showing electrical controls. 

produce rasters which are slightly rhombic instead of perfectly rectangular. 
Skew correction is provided by feeding a very small amount of vertical - 
frequency saw -tooth current into the horizontal deflection circuits. In 
making registration adjustments, the green raster is arbitrarily chosen as a 
reference and the others are made to match it for size, skew and relative 
position. 

The operating controls on the back panel of the camera are shown in 
Figure 15. The size and skew controls are manipulated by the camera 
operator during the initial set -up process. The "G5" controls at the left 
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control the potentials on the decelerator electrodes in the image orthicons. 
The Q controls at the right are series resistors in the horizontal yoke circuits 
which must be adjusted in conjunction with the width controls (which are 
series inductances) to maintain uniform linearity. During normal operation 
these electrical controls are protected by hinged covers; the camera operator 
is required only to move the camera, to select the proper lens, and to keep 
the picture in optical focus during normal operation. The electronic view- 
finder which mounts above the camera proper has control knobs at the rear 
for focus, brightness, and contrast. 

The push- buttons at the right enable the camera operator to view any 
channel separately, to view the red or blue image superimposed on green, or 
to view all three images superimposed. The latter positions are useful for 
registration adjustments. All presentations are in black and white only. 
Figure 15 also shows the turret indexing handle, a pair of intercom jacks for 
the headsets of the camera and dolly operators, the blower control switch, 
and two of the air intakes for the blowers which circulate cooling air to the 
yoke assemblies and all other parts of the camera. 

5. APERTURE COMPENSATOR 

The video preamplifiers located within the camera proper amplify the 
output signals from the image orthicon tubes up to a level of approximately 
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CURVES FOR APERTURE 
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Fig. 16 - Block diagram of constant delay line aperture compensator. 

.3 volt. At the control room end of the camera cable, the three video signals 
are applied to an aperture compensator which provides adjustable high fre- 
quency peaking. The need for aperture compensation is illustrated by the 
effective frequency response curve shown at the lower left in Figure 16. 

The response characteristic of any television pick -up device tends to 
fall off rather rapidly at high frequencies (corresponding to fine detail in 
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the image) both because of the limited resoiution capabilities of even the 
best optical lenses and because of the finite size of the scanning aperture. 
This falling response characteristic is present even when the electrical cir- 
cuits associated with the camera have flat response out to 8 mc or more. 
These sanie finite -aperture effects cause an effective loss in vertical resolution 
as well as in horizontal resolution, but little can be done to correct this 
situation because the number of scanning lines is fixed by the scanning 
standards. It is possible, however, to improve the response as far as horizontal 
resolution is concerned by providing some form of electrical high peaking 
which compensates for the falling response inherent in the image producing 
and scanning process. 

The curve at the lower right in Figure 16 shows typical response curves 
for one channel of the aperture compensator used in the RCA color tele- 
vision camera. A simplified block diagram for one channel of this unit is 

shown in the upper part of Figure 16. Each channel utilizes a "constant 
delay line" compensation circuit which provides high frequency amplitude 
boost with linear phase shift over the entire video band. 

This circuit utilizes a small section of open- circuited artificial trans- 
mission line. As indicated on the diagram, the length of this line is adjusted 
to correspond to 180 degrees at 10 mc, which is the frequency considered 
optimum for maximum boost. It is an interesting characteristic of such an 

Fig. 17 - Three -channel aperture compensator (upper chassis). 
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Fig. 18 -A rack- mounted camera control amplifier (lower two-thirds of middle 
rack). 

open -circuited delay line that the voltages appearing at the two ends are 
always of the same phase but differ in amplitude as a function of frequency. 
The voltage at the unterminated end of the delay line tends to remain con- 
stant with frequency but the voltage at the input end of the delay line varies 
with frequency because of the action of the reflected signal from the un- 
terminated end. The voltages from the two ends of the delay line are sub- 
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tracted in a differential amplifier which is adjusted so that the cancellation 
never reaches zero. 

By controlling the relative gains of the two parts of the differential 
amplifier, the amount of high frequency boost can be adjusted over a wide 
range. The circuit is capable of providing a boost of approximately ten -to- 
one at 10 mc. The amount of boost that can be used in practice is usually 
limited either by noise or by excessive amplification of the spurious signal 
that results from the target mesh in the image orthicon tube. A two -tube 
feedback amplifier applies the output of the high boost circuit to the output 
terminal of the unit. 

The gain control in the aperture compensator is normally adjusted for 
unity gain so that no change in level occurs when the aperture compensator 
is switched in or out. A photograph of a three -channel aperture compensator 
is shown in Figure 17. 

6. CAMERA CONTROL AMPLIFIER 

Figure 18 is a photograph of a rack- mounted camera control amplifier. 
The functions performed by this unit are shown by the block diagram in 
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Fig. 19 -Block diagram showing functions of a color television camera control 

amplifier. 

Figure 19. Most of the stages are used for operations on the video signals 
provided by the camera through the aperture compensator, but several tube 
sections are used to amplify the horizontal and vertical driving signals for 
transmission up the camera cable to operate the camera deflection circuits. 

Each of the three video signals is amplified, mixed with a shading signal 
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Fig. 20 - Shading generator. 

to correct for non -uniformities in the pick -up tube, mixed with blanking, 
and clipped to provide a noise -free blanking interval for the later insertion of 
synchronizing information. The second video stage includes an adjustable 
high -peaker that may be used to compensate for losses in long lengths of 
camera cable. This high peaking operation is independent of the aperture 
compensation discussed previously. Cables to the camera proper and to the 
remote control panel are terminated in the panel space immediately below 
the camera control amplifier, as shown in Figure 18. 

7. SHADING GENERATOR 

The shading correction signals are provided by a special unit which is 

mounted in the bottom section of the console housing which supports the 
remote control panel. This unit provides horizontal- frequency and vertical - 
frequency parabolic, and saw -tooth waveforms of either polarity and of 
adjustable amplitude. Three independent outputs are provided - one for 
each color channel. A photograph of the shading generator is shown in 
Figure 20. The shading controls are mounted in the sloping portion of the 
console shelf. 

8. GAMMA CORRECTOR 

The red, green, and blue video signals leave the camera control amplifier 
at a level of approximately 1 volt peak -to -peak. As shown in Figure 8, they 
are passed through a gamma corrector, which is a unity gain device having 
a non -linear transfer characteristic. This gamma corrector is needed to com- 
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pensate for the non- linearities of both pick -up tubes and the receiver 
kinescopes. 

In order to achieve good color fidelity in a color television system, it is 
necessary that the transfer characteristic of the overall system from light 
input at the camera to light output on the kinescope screen be closely con- 
trolled. It so happens that the curvature in the transfer characteristics of 
image orthicon tubes is in the right direction to provide a partial compensa- 
tion for the curvature that is inherent in typical kinescope characteristics. 
The inherent compensation is not perfect, however, so the gamma corrector 
is inserted to provide a final trim for the overall transfer characteristic. A 
block diagram of one channel of the gamma corrector is shown in Figure 21. 
There is only one stage in each channel where the non -linear correction is 

actually applied. The other stages indicated in Figure 21 are necessary to 
amplify the input signal up to a reasonable voltage level and then to drive 
an output amplifier which supplies signals to the coaxial circuits leading to 
color monitors and to the colorplexers or other units in the studio system. 
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Fig. 21 - Block diagram of one channel of a gamma corrector for a color television 
camera. 

As in the case of all non -linear operations, it is necessary to restore the 
DC component of the signal before gamma correction is applied. A driven 
clamp is provided in the gamma corrector for this purpose. 

The simplified schematic shown in Figure 21 shows the type of non- 
linear amplifier circuit currently used for gamma correction in RCA color 
television camera chains. The required curved characteristic is obtained by 
utilizing a non -linear feedback circuit in the cathode of a conventional ampli- 
fier stage. The non -linear feedback circuit consists of a group of diodes with 
series resistors shunting the cathode resistor. The diodes are returned to 
different bias voltages so they become operative at different voltage levels; 
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Fig. 22 - Three -channel gamma corrector (upper chassis). 

consequently, the effective gain of the stage varies over the signal range. 
The particular circuit shown is capable of adjustment to provide both black 
stretch and white stretch. The physical appearance of the gamma corrector 
is shown in Figure 22. 

9. OPERATOR'S CONSOLE 

A video operator's control position for an RCA color television camera 
is shown in Figure 23. Two standard console sections are required for each 
color camera chain. The section on the left contains the remote control 
panel in the upper section and the shading generator in the lower section. 
The right -hand console housing contains a picture and waveform monitor 
in the upper section and a monitor auxiliary unit in the lower section. 
Mounted on the remote control panel are knobs or switches to perform the 
following functions in the individual color channels: horizontal and vertical 
centering, alignment (of the image orthicon beams), orthicon focus, image 
focus, multiplier focus, image accelerator voltage, target voltage, beam cur- 
rent, multiplier gain, and pedestal. As indicated in the photograph, the 
operating controls are mounted in vertical columns; the sequence from left 
to right is red, blue, and green. 

Small "test" buttons mounted near the "target" knobs provide a con- 
venient means for setting the target 2 volts above cut -off; the target voltage 
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is adjusted to cut -off with the button depressed, and is automatically raised by 
two volts when the button is released. Tip jacks are provided to permit 
metering of the target voltage. Also included on the remote control panel 
are a master pedestal control, a plaster electrical gain control, a master 
on -off switch, and the master control which operates the iris between the 
relay lenses in the camera proper. The last- mentioned control is the most 
satisfactory overall gain control for normal operation of the chain. 

10. MONITOR AND AUXILIARY UNIT 

The monitor shown in Figure 8 as part of the color television camera 
chain and pictured in Figure 23 is a standard "master monitor ", consisting 
of a 10" kinescope with a standard P4 phosphor, a 5" CRO for viewing 
waveforms, and the necessary deflection circuits and video amplifiers. The 
only change required in the monitor is the alteration of the CRO sweep 
circuits to operate at either 20 or 5,250 cps (one -third of the field and line 
frequencies, respectively) instead of the customary 30 and 7,875 cps rates, 
so that either three lines or three fields may be displayed side by side instead 
of the usual two. 

An auxiliary unit is mounted in the lower section of the console hous- 
ing. This unir, which is shown in Figure 24, has two major functions: (1) it 

Fig. 23 - Video operator'. position for an RCA color television camera. 
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Fig. 24 -Photograph of monitor auxiliary unit. 

provides either a field -sequential or line -sequential signal for display on the 
monitor CRO, and (2) it provides switching facilities to enable the operator 
to choose the signal for display on the kinescope. The control panel for 
the auxiliary unit is mounted in the sloping portion of the console shelf 
just below the monitor, as shown in Figure 25. Push -button switches permit 
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FOCUS BRIGHTNESS 

Fig. 25 - Close-up view of master monitor and control panel of auxiliary unit. 

the video operator to view the red, green, or blue signals separately, the red 
or blue superimposed on green, or all three signals superimposed. 

The camera signals may be monitored either before or after the gamma 
correction circuits, and a push- button is provided to permit the monitoring 
of the composite signal at the output of the colorplexer. The small meter 
shown at the left in Figure 25 is used to indicate the calibration voltage when 
signal levels are measured. 
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1 1. POWER REQUIREMENTS 

The total +B power requirement for a color television camera chain is 

about 2.8 amperes at +280 volts. A small -S00 volt supply is needed for the 
electrodes in the image sections of the image orthicons, and a focus coil 
current regulator is needed to provide three independent currents (about 
75 ma each) for the image orthicon focus coils. 

C. FLYING -SPOT SCANNERS 

1. THE FLYING -SPOT PRINCIPLE 

Flying -spot scanners have been found to be very useful for the generation 
of color television signals from Kodachrome slides or similar transparencies 
and from motion picture film. The flying -spot principle is illustrated by the 
block diagram in Figure 26. The color transparency is illuminated by light 
from an unmodulated kinescope raster; an image of the raster is sharply 
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Fig. 26 - Block diagram of a flying -spot scanner for color transparencies. 

focused on the slide, so that only a small spot on the slide is illuminated at 
any given instant. Light passing through this slide is collected by a con- 
densing lens system, split three ways by a pair of dichroic mirrors, and applied 
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to three photocells adjusted to the required spectral sensitivity curves for the 
red, green, and blue primaries of the system. 

One outstanding advantage of a flying -spot scanner is that the three 
signals are inherently in register. Only one scanned raster is involved, and 
only one optical image of that raster. The condenser lenses indicated in 
Figure 26 are not required to form focused images but serve only to collect 
the light transmitted through the slide so that it may be directed to the 
sensitive surfaces of the photocells. 

2. PHOSPHOR DECAY COMPENSATION 

The phosphor of a flying -spot kinescope is designed for extremely short 
persistence, but even with special phosphors, it is necessary to apply decay - 
time compensation to video signals. Finite phosphor decay -time produces 
an effect very similar to that of a low -pass filter, so compensation may be 
obtained by means of exponential high -peaking circuits in the preamplifier 

f 
A WITHOUT COMPENSATION B.WITH COMPENSATION 

Fig. 27 -Waveforms resulting from the scanning of a white bar on a black 
background in a flying -spot scanner, showing the effect of phosphor decay time. 

stages. Flying -spot signals with and without decay -time compensation are 
shown in Figure 27. 

3. ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

The electronic components used with a flying -spot scanner are very 
nearly the same as those used with an image orthicon camera chain. The 
aperture compensator performs the same function discussed earlier. The 
control amplifier is basically similar to the control amplifier previously dis- 
cussed except that no shading signals are needed for a flying -spot scanner. 
The gamma corrector has the same block diagram as that shown in Figure 21, 
but the actual non -linear stage is adjusted to produce a somewhat different 
curve. 

The inherent characteristic of a flying -spot scanner is very nearly linear 
so the curve introduced in a gamma corrector for a flying -spot scanner must 
be approximately equal to the inverse of a typical kinescope characteristic. 

4. SLIDE SCANNER 

A photograph of a practical flying -spot scanner for color slides is shown 
in Figure 28. The same equipment with protective covers removed is shown 
in Figure 29. The flying -spot kinescope is mounted at one end of a flat table 
and the optical head and preamplifiers are mounted at the other end. The 
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rack space below the top panel is used for the high voltage power supply for 
the kinescope, the -500 volt supply for the photocell multipliers, and the 
blanking and deflection circuits needed to produce the blank raster on the 
kinescope. The aperture compensator, control amplifier, and gamma cor- 
rector are rack -mounted units practically identical in appearance to the 
units shown in Figures 17, 18, and 22, respectively. A "master monitor," 
with associated auxiliary unit, is frequently used in conjunction with a flying - 
spot scanner to provide indications of optical and electrical focus and signal 
levels. 

5. MOTION PICTURE SCANNERS 

Figure 30 is a photograph of a flying -spot scanner combined with a fast 
pull -down projector for the generation of color television signals from 16mm 
motion picture film. The same basic flying -spot components discussed earlier 
are used in this equipment. The flying -spot kinescope itself is mounted cross- 
wise on the table within the housing shown at the left in the photograph. 
This housing also encloses a 45- degree mirror which deflects the light from 

Fig. 28 - Flying -spot scanner. 
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Fig. 29 - Flying -spot scanner with protective covers removed. 

the kinescope toward the projector, which is mounted along the front edge 
of the table. The photocells are mounted in metal tubes which are attached 
to an optical block containing the condenser lenses and the dichroic mirrors; 
the green photocell tube extends toward the right end of the table, the red 
photocell tube extends straight up, while the blue photocell tube extends 
toward the rear of the table. The film gate and pull -down mechanism are 
attached to the left side of the optical block. The sound pickup head is located 
below the objective lens, between the optical block and the kinescope housing. 
The video preamplifiers are mounted on a chassis located behind the projector. 

The projector used in the color motion picture scanner is quite different 
troni the standard television projectors used in most broadcast stations today 
in that it pulls down the film from one frame to the next in an extremely short 
period of time. This special feature is made necessary by the non -storage 
property of the flying -spot scanner. In other types of film cameras, using 
such tubes as the iconoscope or the image orthicon, the storage property plays 
a very important role. With such cameras, it is conventional to pass light 
throu h the film only in very brief flashes, usually during the vertical blanking 
timc (while the picture is not being scanned at all). The light flashes are 
produced either by a rotating shutter or by a pulse -type of light source. Each 
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light flash builds up an image in the form of an electric charge pattern on 
the mosaic or target of the camera tube, and this charge pattern remains in the 
tube (i.e., it is "stored ") until it is removed by the action of the scanning 
beam. For this type of operation, the projector mechanism may be designed 
so that it uses almost the entire vertical scanning period (1 /60th of a second) 
to pull down the film from one frame to the next, since the image must be 
stationary only during the brief pulses of light. In the case of the flying -spot 
scanner, however, the situation is quite different. Since the scanner has no 
storage property, the projector design must be such that the film image 
remains stationary during the entire scanning period; otherwise the motion of 
the film would appear as a corresponding motion in the television image. 

There are two ways in which a projector may be designed to meet this 
requirement. One approach is to use an optical system with moving parts 
which produces a stationary image from continuously moving film. In such 
a projector, there is no pull -down action at all; each frame gradually dis- 
solves into the next, and the image is present continuously. RCA is developing 
a projector of this type for use with 35mm film, and other companies are also 
active in this field. The projector shown in Figure 30 uses the alternative 
approach, involving an intermittent movement which operates fast enough 
to pull down the film from one frame to the next during the relatively brief 
vertical blanking period (approximately 830 microseconds). This rapid 

Fig. 30 - Motion pictzzre scanner. 
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action is obtained by combining a 3 -2 Geneva intermittent with a pair of 
accelerating gears and a claw -type pull -down mechanism. (The 3 -2 action 
is necessary to convert the 24- -frame motion picture standards to the 30 -frame 
television standards.) A new method for achieving proper registration of 
the film in the gate has been developed, so that the wear on the film is no 
greater than in a conventional television projector. 
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Fig. 31 - Block diagram of motor drive circuit for motion picture scanner. 

Since the frequency standard for the color television system is the 
master subcarrier oscillator, the field frequency is not exactly synchronous 
with the power line frequency. If the projector motor were operated 
directly from the 60 -cycle power line, a horizontal bar, corresponding to 
the pull -down disturbance, would appear to drift through the picture. To 
avoid this difficulty, the projector motor is driven by a special 60 -cycle source 
which is locked in to the field rate of the television system. The circuit used 
to drive the motor is shown in block diagram form in Figure 31. A vertical 
drive signal from the television system triggers a 60 -cycle multivibrator, 
whose pulse width can be adjusted to control the phase of the following 
multivibrator, which genentes a symmetrical square wave. This square 
wave is filtered to recover only the fundamental component, which is then 
amplified to a power level high enough to drive the synchronous motor in 
the projector (which is rated at 1/20 HP). A gain control mechanically 
coupled to the motor shaft varies the amplifier gain periodically to compen- 
sate for the variable load presented by the 3 -2 intermittent mechanism. The 
phasing control in this motor drive circuit is adjusted to make the film pull - 
down occur during the vertical blanking period. The physical appearance 
of the motor drive equipment is shown in Figure 32. The 500 -watt power 
amplifier is mounted in the lower section of the rack, with a power trans- 
former for coupling to the motor below it and the 70 -watt driver and control 
chassis mounted above it. 
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Fig. 32 - Motor drive equipment for motion picture scanner. 

D. SWITCHING EQUIPMENT 

\A%hen switching is done in a color studio at points before multiplexing, 
as in the case of the system illustrated in Figure 1, it is necessary to use three 
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Fig. 33-Relay switching panel (middle rack). 

complete sets of switching equipment, since three independent signals must 
be handled simultaneously. Conventional relay switching equipment may 
be used, however, and it is a simple matter to parallel the relay control 
circuits so that all channels may be switched simultaneously by a single 
push- button. Switch gear may be arranged to accommodate any desired 
number of input and output circuits. 

The need for three identical sets of switching equipment can be elim- 
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mated by including a colorplexer as part of each camera chain, as shown in 
Figure 2, so that only a single output signal (containing a subcarrier com- 
ponent) need be handled by the switching equipment. When this approach 
to the problem is used, the synchronizing signal should be added at a common 
point after switching so that control information to the deflection circuits 
of home receivers is never interrupted. Of course, there are some cases where 
switching of control information along with the picture information is un- 
avoidable, as when a switch is made from a local signal to a remote signal. 
In such cases, it is not uncommon for the picture to "roll over" once on 
home receivers before the vertical oscillator resumes control. This problem 
is no different in color television than in black and white television; in either 
case, special "genlock" devices may be devised to prevent the problem by 
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Fig. 34-Block diagram for a colorplexer matrix section. 

locking in the local synchronizing generator (and subcarrier oscillator, in the 
case of a color system) to the generator controlling the remote signal source. 

To insure that the color synchronizing bursts are always in the proper 
phase relative to the subcarrier components of the video signal, it has been 
found desirable to provide burst keyers within each colorplexer so that the 
bursts are added to the rest of the subcarrier signal as soon as possible after 
modulation and hence have no opportunity to drift in relative phase. Switch- 
ing equipment intended to handle multiplexed (single channel) color signals 
should have carefully adjusted delay characteristics, so that the time delay 
for signals passing from any of the colorplexers to the common point where 
synchronization is added is approximately the same (within 10 or 15 degrees 
at the subcarrier frequency) no matter what switch combination is actually 
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in use. This avoids the problem of forcing receiver oscillators to adjust them- 
selves to different absolute phases each time a signal is switched. To prevent 
the complete loss of color synchronizing information whenever the picture 
is faded to black, it is desirable to provide one input to the switching system 
consisting of nothing but burst; this may be labelled "black ". 

Color television switching equipment may include provisions for fading, 
superimposing, wiping, and other special effects, whether the switching is 
done before or after multiplexing. The physical appearance of a typical rack 
of switch gear is indicated in Figure 33. This is the switching relay panel in 
NBC's Colonial Theater studio in New York City. Switching is done in 
this studio after multiplexing and the switch gear is designed to accommodate 
four camera chains plus a flying -spot scanner and several remote lines. The 
switching relays are controlled by push- buttons located on the technical 
director's console. 

E. COLORPLEXERS 

A colorplexer is a device which performs two important functions in 
the RCA color television system: (1) it performs the matrix operation which 
cross -mixes red, green, and blue video signals to produce a monochrome or 
luminance signal plus two chrominance signals and (2) it performs the 
multiplexing operations which make possible the transmission of these three 
signals in a single 4.3 megacycle channel. 

For purposes of analysis, it is very convenient to divide the colorplexer 
into two sections corresponding to these two different functions. As a matter 
of fact, this division into sections is sometimes carried over into physical 
design. A great many different colorplexer designs have been used by RCA 
and others during color television field tests. The block diagrams to be dis- 
cussed here reflect some of the most recent developments in colorplexer 
designs. 

1. MATRIX SECTION 

The matrix section of a colorplexer may actually be regarded as a simple 
form of analog computer which automatically solves the following three 
equations, which are incorporated in the NTSC color television field test 
signal specifications: 

M == .30R + .59G + .11B 

I == .60R - .27G - .32B 

Q =_ .21R -.52G+ .31B 

A typical colorplexer matrix is shown in Figure 34. A choice of two 
inputs is provided; it has been found that artificially -generated bar pattern 
signals are very useful for making set -up adjustments in a colorplexer. The 
75 -ohm resistors shown at the bottom left of the figure are the resistors which 
terminate the input coaxial cable. Shown at the upper left in the figure is a 
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simple resistance mixer which adds together the proper amounts of red, green, 
and blue to produce the signal M = .30R + .59G + .11B. 

The two resistance mixers which produce the I and Q signals both re- 
quire phase inverters since one of the input signals in each case must be in- 
verted in polarity in order to provide the correct output signal. The phase 
inverters are nothing more than single stages of amplification adjusted for 
approximately unity gain. It is very easy to adjust the gains of these phase 
inverters by making the outputs of the I and Q channels equal to zero when 
a white or neutral signal is applied at the colorplexer input. The 1000 -ohm 
terminating resistors at the end of the delay line in the I channel and the 0 to 
.5 me filter in the Q channel both must be regarded as parts of the resistance 
mixing networks. In keeping with the proportioned bandwidths concept, 
which plays an important role in the RCA color television system, it is 

necessary to pass the I and Q signals through two different low -pass filters 
so as to limit their bandwidths. 
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Fig. 35 - Block diagram for a colorplexer modulator and mixer section. 

The I signal is passed through a filter of approximately 1.5 me band- 
width, while the Q signal is passed through a filter of approximately .5 me 
bandwidth. The exact shapes of these filter characteristics must be adjusted 
to conform to the proposed NTSC signal specifications. Inasmuch as the 
time delay associated with a narrow band low -pass filter is considerably 
greater than the time delay involved in a wider -band filter, it is necessary to 
insert delay lines in the M and I channels of the colorplexer to compensate 
for the greater delay inherent in the Q filter. 

The delay line inserted in the M channel, which has no filter to limit 
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Fig. 36 - Typical colorplexer (upper two chassis). 

its bandwidth other than the limited response of the overall system, must 
be equal to the total time delay in the Q filter. For the type of filter most 
commonly used in RCA colorplexers, the time delay compensation required 
is of the order of 1.4 microseconds. The delay inserted in the I channel must 
be equivalent to the difference between the delay of the Q filter and that of 
the 0 to 1.5 me filter provided in the I channel; in colorplexers made by 
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RCA, the delay compensation required is of the order of .8 microseconds. 
Before completing a description of the matrix section of the colorplexer, 

it should be noted that the signals actually supplied by the arrangement il- 
lustrated in Figure 34 are M, Q, and -I. The opposite polarity of the I 

signal does not constitute any particular problem because it is very easy to 
adjust the modulator, in the modulator and mixer section to be discussed 
below, to provide the desired polarity at its output. It so happens that it 
is much easier to generate -I than I in the type of circuit illustrated in 
Figure 34. 

2. MODULATOR AND MIXER SECTION 

A typical modulator and mixer section for a colorplexer is shown in 
Figure 35. Two modulator tubes, arranged in a doubly -balanced circuit, are 
used for each chrominance signal. Because the modulator tubes in each pair 
have common outputs but have phase splitters in both their video and carrier 
inputs, the two original signals cancel out in the output, leaving only the 
product signal (in the form of sidebands surrounding the subcarrier). 

Clamps are provided at the video input to each modulator tube so that 
black level in the signals corresponds to a specific voltage on each modulator 
grid. The bias on one of the two modulators in each pair is made adjustable 
so that the carrier may be perfectly cancelled at black level. The subcarrier 
applied to the doubly -balanced modulator for the Q signal is shifted in phase 
by 90 degrees relative to the subcarrier applied to the doubly -balanced modu- 
lator for the I signal. As a result of this phase shifting action, the two modu- 
lated waves appearing at the outputs of the I and Q modulators are in phase 
quadrature. These two modulated waves and the M or luminance signal are 
added together by means of three tubes with a common load impedance. 
The burst may be produced by means of a keying or gating tube with carrier 
of appropriate phase on one grid and a burst flag pulse on the other. To 
prevent the burst flag pulse from appearing at the output of the burst keyer, 
it is necessary to use either a balanced keying circuit or a high -pass filter 
following the keyer. 

If the colorplexer is used in an arrangement similar to that of Figure 1, 

it may be desirable to add synchronizing and blanking signals; this may be 
done by means of the mixing stages shown within dotted lines in Figure 32. 
In other studio arrangements, of the type illustrated by Figure 3, these mixing 
stages might not be needed. 

Blanking may be added to provide a small amount of fixed set -up in the 
signals, in keeping with the practice recently adopted by many black and 
white television station operators. Both the blanking and synchronizing 
signals are passed through a delay network to adjust their timing relative to 
the picture components of the signal. It is customary to provide at least two 
outputs from a colorplexer so that a monitor may be connected to the color - 
plexer output without disturbing the main output line which feeds a trans- 
mitter or some other part of the overall system. 

The physical appearance of a typical colorplexer is shown in Figure 36. 
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The smaller of the two chass.s shown is the matrix section, while the larger 
chassis contains the modulator and mixer circuits. The time delay compensa- 
tion circuits for this particular unit consist of lengths of RG65 /U which are 
coiled up at the rear of the unit. More recent colorplexer designs employing 
miniature tubes require only about two- thirds of the rack space occupied by 
the unit illustrated in Figure 36. 
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F. COLOR MONITORS 

1. TYPES OF COLOR MONITORS 

As indicated in Figure 1, there are two basic types of color monitors: 
(1) single input monitors for the viewing of multiplexed signals from color - 
plexers or remote sources, and (2) three -input monitors for the viewing of 
simultaneous signals as they leave the camera chains. The three -input moni- 
tors are very simple in principle, consisting of nothing more than three 
separate video amplifiers to apply the three primary signals to the red, green, 
and blue guns of a tricolor tube plus, of course, the deflection and power 
supply circuits needed to operate the tube. The two types of monitors are 
very similar in physical appearance, but the single -input type requires addi- 
tional video circuits to demodulate the chrominance signals and to cross -mix 
the luminance and chrominance signals to form the original primary signals. 
Consequently, the discussion in this section will be confined mainly to single - 
input monitors. 

2. DEMODULATOR SECTION 

The operation of a typical single -input color monitor may be explained 
with the aid of Figures 37 and 38. The video circuits are shown in block 
diagram form in Figure 37, and the synchronizing separator, horizontal and 
vertical deflection circuits, and the burst -controlled oscillator are shown in 
Figure 38. 

The functions performed by the circuits in Figure 37 are the inverse of 
the functions performed by the colorplexer; that is, these circuits separate 
the single composite signal into its red, green, and blue primary color com- 
ponents. As shown on the diagram, the input signal is used in two ways. It 
is applied through a wideband channel having a trap adjusted for the color 
subcarrier frequency to separate the M or luminance component of the signal. 
A delay line is inserted in this channel to compensate for the greater time 
delay inherent in the narrower band chrominance channels. The Ail com- 
ponent of the signal is applied to all three kinescope guns in equal proportions 
by means of the adders shown at the right hand side of the figure. The input 
signal is also passed through a high -pass filter to separate the modulated color 
subcarrier signal which is then applied to a pair of modulators operated as 
synchronous detectors. Each of these modulators heterodynes the color sub - 
carrier signal against a reference subcarrier generated by an oscillator within 
the monitor in order to demodulate or separate one of the chrominance com- 
ponents. The carrier components applied to these two modulators are sep- 
arated 90 degrees in phase. The absolute phase of the oscillator in the monitor 
is adjusted so that the signal that appears at the output of one modulator is 

Q while the signal at the output of the other modulator is I. 

The output of the Q modulator is passed through a 0 to .5 me (nominal 
value) filter to separate only those frequency components that convey Q 
information. It will be recalled that the Q signal was narrow- banded in 
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Fig. 39 - Front view of a color television monitor. 

the colorplexer. The output of the I modulator is passed through a 0 to 1.5 
mc filter which has a step type characteristic as illustrated by the sketch. 
This step type characteristic in the response curve of the filter is necessary 
because double sideband conditions prevail for the I signal for frequencies 
up to .5 mc; for higher frequencies, only the lower sideband is normally 
transmitted through the system. A delay line is also inserted in the I channel 
to compensate for the greater time delay inherent in the narrowband filter 
used in the Q channel. 

3. NIATRIX CIRCtITS 

There are two matrix operations involved in the color monitor illustrated 
in Figure 37. First of all, the I and Q signals are cross -mixed to produce two 
signals proportional to R -M and B -M where R and B designate the desired 
red and blue video signals a-ld M designates the monochrome or luminance 
signal. This part of the matrix circuit consists of a phase splitter for the I 

signal coupled to a pair of simple resistance mixers. In the second matrix 
operation, the M, R -M, and B -M signals are cross -mixed to produce the red, 
green, and blue video signals needed to control the tricolor tube. The R -\l 
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and B -M signals may be added directly to M to produce red and blue. In 
order to produce the green signal, R -M and B -M are first of all cross -mixed 
by means of a pair of tubes with a common load impedance having the 
relative gains indicated on the figure. This cross -mixing operation produces 
a G -M signal which may then be added to M to produce green. DC restorers 
are provided for all three kinescope guns. 

4. SYNC AND DEFLECTION CIRCUITS 

If a monitor were to be used exclusively in the same studio in which 
the color signals to be monitored originated, it would be possible to use the 
horizontal drive, vertical drive, and subcarrier signals provided by the studio 
distribution system to control the deflection circuits and demodulators in 
the monitor. Single -input monitors might be needed to view remotely - 
generated signals, however, so those actually built by RCA have included 
synchronizing and burst separation circuits to provide control signals from 
the information contained in the composite color signal. Typical deflection 
and subcarrier oscillator circuits for a single -input color monitor are shown 
in Figure 38. 

Fig. 40 - Rear view of a color television monitor. 
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----------- - - - - -- 

Fig. 41 -Power supply and convergence chassis for a color television monitor. 

The synchronizing separator and deflection circuits are conventional, 
and are very similar to those used in home receivers. The burst is separated 
from the composite signal by a gating tube operated by pulses from a multi - 
vibrator controlled by horizontal sync. The separated bursts are compared 
with the output of a local oscillator in a phase detector, and the resultant 
error signal controls the local oscillator through a reactance tube. Since 
the subcarrier control information is received in the form of bursts separated 
in time by nearly a complete line period, the error signal actually obtained 
from the phase detector consists of a series of pulses. These pulses are 
smoothed out by an integrating network before they are applied to the 
reactance tube. The time constant for this integration circuit is long enough 
so that the entire burst control circuit has_ggood, -noise immunity. 

5. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The physical appearance of a single -input color monitor is shown in 
Figures 39 and 40, which are photographs taken from the front and rear, 
respectively. The color kinescope used is the RCA tricolor tube of the three - 
gun, shadow -mask type. Mounted on the chassis shown in these photographs 
are all the video circuits, the burst -controlled oscillator, and the deflection 
circuits. An auxiliary chassis, shown in Figure 41, is used for the power 
supplies and the convergence circuits. The RF power supply for the kinescope 
is mounted within the shielded compartment shown at the right of the 
photograph. 
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G. AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

In addition to the basic units discussed in the preceding pages, there 
are certain pieces of equipment used for special purposes in a color studio. 
For example, the step -wedge generator illustrated in Figure 42 provides a 
test signal having a "staircase" waveform at horizontal frequency which is 
very useful for adjusting the gamma correctors and for checking linearity in 
other parts of the system. Another very useful piece of auxiliary equipment 
is the color -bar generator which was mentioned earlier in connection with 
the adjustment of colorplexers. The physical appearance of this unit is shown 
in Figure 43. 

The color -bar generator consists of a group of multivibrators which 
generate pulses in the red, green, and blue video channels capable of produc- 
ing "pure" primary colors. As indicated earlier, these artificially generated 
signals are very useful for test purposes because they produce waveforms 
that are readily recognizable at various points in the system. It is to be ex- 
pected that these and similar pieces of special test equipment will play an 
important role in the development of a color television broadcast service, 
just as such devices as the "window generator" and the "burst generator" 
have found great utility in black and white television systems. 

H. PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENT OF EQUIPMENT 

Color television terminal equipment may be arranged physically in color 
studio control rooms in approximately the same manner as the corresponding 
black and white television terminal equipment. Figures 44 and 45 are photo- 
graphs showing possible arrangements for some of the units discussed in the 
preceding pages. Figure 44 is a view of the control room in NBC's Colonial 
Theater studio in New York City. 

The program director and the technical director sit at a console facing 
a row of color monitors and also a window looking directly out to the studio 
floor. The video operators are seated at a second console located behind the 
program director's console. The video operators have black and white moni- 
tors that are used for making such adjustments as electrical focus and regis- 
tration in the individual camera chains. 

Fig. 42-Step-wedge generator. 
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Fig. 43 - Color -bar generator (upper chassis). 

The video operators also have a row of waveform monitors located just 
above the operating position. Another view of this same control room is 
presented in Figure 45, showing some of the racks for video equipment which 
are located behind the video operator's console. Such units as the color - 
plexers, camera control amplifiers, gamma correctors, and aperture com- 
pensators are located in these racks. 

In keeping with the practice most commonly followed in black and 
white television studios, the power supplies are located in separate racks in 
another part of the control room where the heat generated by these units 
may be more readily exhausted. 

L STABILIZING AMPLIFIERS 

1. FUNCTIONS OF A STABILIZING AMPLIFIER 

Stabilizing amplifiers are frequently used in television systems at the 
receiving end of long transmission links, such as coaxial or microwave network 
links, to remove hum and microphone disturbances, to re -shape the synchro- 
nizing pulses, and to adjust the relative levels of the synchronizing and pic- 
ture portions of the signal. 
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There are two rather different types of stabilizing amplifiers in common 
use in black and white television stations today; examples of these two basic 
types are the RCA models known as the TA5B and the TA5C (the TA5D 
currently on the market is of the same basic type as the TA5C but includes 
a few circuit refinements). Both of these stabilizing amplifiers have gated 
clamp circuits to remove hum and other low frequency disturbances; they 
differ mainly in the way that they solve the problem of re- shaping the syn- 
chronizing pulses and establishing the relative level of the synchronizing signal. 

In the TA5B, the synchronizing pulses already present on the signal 
are simply stretched out or amplified more than the picture signal and then 
are clipped off at some arbitrary level. 

In the TA5C the original sync pulses are completely clipped from the 
main picture signal and are re- shaped in entirely separate circuits and then 
added back to the picture signal prior to the output stage. Either of these 
basic types of stabilizing amplifiers may be adapted to handle a color televi- 
sion signal. 

The TA5B can be used with only relatively minor circuit modifications 
as will be discussed below. The TASC or the TA5D requires the use of 
an auxiliary unit to regenerate the burst portion of the signal. 

Fig. 44- View of video operator's and program director's consoles in NBC's 
Colonial Theater Studio. 
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Fig. 45 - View of video racks in NBC's Colonial Theater Studio. 

2. SYNC- STRETCHING A\IPLIFIERS 

A simplified block diagram of the TA5B stabilizing amplifier is shown 
in Figure 46. This diagram does not show some of the amplifier's special 
features, such as provision for the addition of external synchronizing pulses 
and dual outputs. In this amplifier a synchronizing signal separator is pro- 
vided to strip the synchronizing pulses from the composite video signal at 
the input in order to provide timing information for the clamp keying pulses. 
At one point in the circuit, there are two amplifier stages in parallel. One of 
these is a simple linear amplifier which amplifies the entire signal. The other 
stage is so biased that most of the signal is below cut -off and only the tips 
of the synchronizing pulses are amplified. By adjusting the bias on this stage, 
the synchronizing pulses may be amplified more than the rest of the picture 
signal. The effect of this parallel combination is to stretch out the synchro- 
nizing pulses without affecting the rest of the picture appreciably. In the 
following stage, the stretched out synchronizing pulses are clipped off at 
some arbitrary level to establish the desired ratio of synchronizing signal to 
picture signal. 
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The changes which should be made in the TA5B for color service are 
as follows: 

(1) A tuned circuit or resistor should be added to the second clamp 
circuit in order to provide an impedance at the subcarrier fre- 
quency so that the bursts are not distorted by the action of 
the clamp which takes place during the burst interval. 

(2) The response of the amplifier stages at the input preceding the 
sync stretching operation should be attenuated somewhat at 
the high frequencies so that the level of the burst and the over- 
shoots into the blacker- than -black region is sufficiently reduced 
that stretching of the synchronizing signal may occur without 
also stretching the burst and overshoot portions of the signal. 
The high frequency response in one of the output stages should 
be peaked up slightly to restore the overall circuit to a flat 
response characteristic. 

In order to avoid any possibility of shifting the phase of the 
burst through the action of the stabilizing amplifier, the delays 
through the two parallel paths in the synchronizing stretching 
circuit should be equalized. 

(4) The bias of the synchronizing signal amplifier should be care- 
fully adjusted to avoid stretching of the bursts or the blacker- 
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Fig. 46 - Simplified block diagram for a TA5B stabilizing amplifier. 
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than -black overshoots in the video signal. This is an operating 
adjustment and does not require circuit modifications. 

3. SYNC -REGENERATING AMPLIFIERS 

One manner in which a TASC or TA5D stabilizing amplifier may bé 
used in the RCA color system is illustrated by Figure 47. This block diagram 
shows a TA5C in considerably simplified form, together with an auxiliary 
unit known as a burst regenerator. The TA5C stabilizing amplifier performs 
its usual functions: the input signal is amplified and clamped to remove low - 
frequency disturbances and to restore the DC component for the subsequent 
clipping operations. The synchronizing information is then wiped off in a 
linear clipper, and the video signal is amplified by itself. The synchronizing 
signal is separated from the video in another stage, and is re- shaped by double 
clipping thus providing a clean waveform for controlling the clamp circuit, 
for subsequent addition to the output video signal, and for an external output 
to a genlock or other equipment. Since the synchronizing and picture sig- 
nals are handled in separate stages, it is possible to adjust the level of one 
relative to the other. 

The only change required in the stabilizing amplifier for satisfactory 
handling of a color signal is a re- adjustment of the frequency- response char- 
acteristics of the various stages to provide attenuation at the subcarrier fre- 
quency before clipping and sufficient high- peaking after clipping to restore 
the overall characteristic to flatness. This step is necessary to avoid clipping 
of the blacker- than -black overshoots of the color signal. The clamp circuit 
need not be altered, even though the clamping action occurs during the 
burst interval, because the burst information is recovered in the auxiliary 
unit before the signal is clamped. 
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PART III 

TRANSMITTERS 

A. TRANSMITTER REQUIREMENTS 

Transmitter requirements for compatible color television may be de- 
scribed most concisely by saying that they are basically the same as for 
black and white television but that the tolerance limits are tighter. A color 
television signal occupies the same spectrum space as a standard black and 
white television signal, but it contains a great deal more information. It is 

important, therefore, that the color signal be handled carefully to avoid 
intermodulation and other distortion effects which might give rise to cross- 
talk beween the various components of the signal. Specifically, there are 
three different characteristics that must be carefully controlled when a tele- 
vision transmitter is to be used to radiate a color signal. These are: 

(1) Amplitude response as a function of frequency. 

(2) Phase response or envelope delay as a function of frequency. 

(3) The transfer characteristic, which controls both the differen- 
tial gain and the subcarrier phase as a function of signal ampli- 
tude. 

Closely related to the third characteristic mentioned above are two 
specific circuit problems. Whenever a gated clamp is used in the transmitter 
or in associated equipment, it may be necessary to make a slight modification 
by the addition of a tuned circuit or a resistor to make sure that there is no 
distortion of the color synchronizing burst during the clamping interval. 
Whenever parallel stages are used in the transmitter (many transmitters use 
groups of tubes in parallel to increase power levels at certain points), it is 

important that the time delay through all possible paths be the same so that 
there is no possibility of a phase shift in the subcarrier as a function of ampli- 
tude level in cases where the transfer characteristics of the parallel stages 
are not perfectly matched. 

Since the color subcarrier component of the signal is transmitted near 
the upper part of the video band, it is important that the amplitude versus 
frequency characteristic be uniform in this region. Under the NTSC color 
television field test signal specifications, the frequency response of the trans- 
mitter must extend to at least 4.18 mc above the picture carrier prior to 2 db 
attenuation. The response characteristic for the lower sideband and for the 
mid- frequency range is the same as that specified in the present Federal 
Communications Commission standards for black and white television. 

The proposed NTSC signal specifications include a statement which 
specifies the optimum time -delay- versus- frequency characteristic for the 
transmitter. This statement specifies that the time delay should be constant 
for all video frequency components up to 2.5 mc, but that the time delay 
for frequency components higher than 2.5 mc should decrease linearly with 
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frequency so as to be .26 microsecond less for the color subcarrier frequency 
than for the low frequencies below 2.5 mc. Tolerance limits of ±.05 micro- 
second have been suggested for this optimum time -delay curve. This non- 
uniform time- delay -versus- frequency curve provides pre- compensation for 
the time delay errors associated with typical receiver circuits. In order to 
achieve this characteristic, a transmitter must have three types of phase 
compensation: 

(1) The cut -off characteristic of the vestigial sideband filter for the 
lower sideband of the transmitted signal must be compensated 
so that there is no disturbance in the overall time -delay curve in 
the mid -frequency region (from about .5 to 1.3 mc) when the 
signal is detected after passing through a filter with the ideal 
vestigial sideband slope. 

(2) Phase compensation must be provided for the cut -off of the 
upper sideband by the diplexer or other selective elements in 
the transmitter output,. so that the time -delay characteristic of 
the transmitter itself is uniform to 4.3 mc above the picture 
carrier. 

Pre -compensation for receiver cut -off must be provided in 
accordance with the optimum time -delay curve mentioned 
above. This pre- compensation may be provided most conven- 
iently by the insertion of a passive network specifically designed 
for the purpose. 

When a television transmitter is used to radiate a color signal, it is very 
important that the transfer characteristic (that is, the relationship between 
the output and input signal amplitudes) be linear at least within the black - 
to- reference -white range. The effect of a non -linear transfer characteristic 

(3) 

Fig. 48 - RCA TT SA television transmitter. 
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in a black and white system is to alter the gray scale rendition of the various 
areas in the picture. A curved transmitter characteristic in a color television 
system not only alters the luminance values in a reproduced picture but may 
also cause slight variations in chromaticity because of intermodulation effects 
between the luminance and subcarrier components of the signal. These 
difficulties may be avoided if the transmitter's characteristic is kept linear 
in the black -to- reference -white range. 

Transmitters are customarily operated with the reference -white level 
set at about 12.5% of peak carrier. 
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Fig. 49 - Simplified block diagram for a TT5A television transmitter. 

Under some conditions, the color signal may contain subcarrier com- 
ponents which overswing into the whiter -than -white region far enough to 
reach zero carrier. Failure of a transmitter to transmit these whiter -than- 
white overshoots without distortion does not constitute a serious practical 
problem. Bright, highly saturated colors which cause severe overshoots are 
almost never encountered in the form of reflecting surfaces, so normal camera 
signals very seldom swing outside the normal black -to -white range. Even 
under the worst possible overshoot conditions, represented by artificially 
generated color bar signals, the distortions resulting from non -linearity in a 
transmitter's characteristic in the vicinity of zero carrier are relatively slight. 
Extreme linearity in the sync portion of the transfer characteristic is not 
required as long as there is no tendency to shift the phase of the burst. 

Since the performance - equirements for a color television transmitter 
are basically the same as those for a black and white transmitter except that 
the tolerance limits are tighter, it follows that any transmitter that is capable 
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of radiating a color signal is in excellent condition for the radiation of a 

black and white signal. When a transmitter has the required amplitude 
versus frequency response characteristic for color operation, it is capable 
of handling a black and white signal with a minimum degradation of resolu- 
tion. Careful control of the transmitter's time delay characteristic not only 
permits it to handle a color signal satisfactorily but also improves the transient 
response for black and white operation, making it possible to transmit pic- 
tures with optimum subjective sharpness. The time delay pre- compensation 
for receiver cut -off that is included in the NTSC field test signal specifica- 
tions is also desirable for black and white television operation. Finally, 
close control of the transfer characteristic of a television transmitter not only 
makes it possible to transmit color signals without undesirable intermodula- 
tion effects, but also makes it possible to transmit black and white signals 
without gray scale distortion. 

B. THE RCA TT5A TRANSMITTER 

The transmitter that has been used by NBC to radiate color television 
for field test purposes in the New York City area is an RCA TT5A, a 
photograph of which is shown in Figure 48. A few relatively minor adjust- 
ments were made in the transmitter and a few pieces of auxiliary equipment 
(discussed in Part III C of this Exhibit) were added to enable it to handle 
the color signal most effectively. A simplified block diagram of the TT5A 
is shown in Figure 49. 

In the aural section of the transmitter, the audio signal is frequency- 
modulated around a center frequency of yo the final sound carrier frequency. 
This FM signal is then doubled, tripled, and amplified to a high power level 
(nominally 2500 watts) before transmission to the diplexer and thence to 
the antenna. In the picture section, the carrier is derived from a crystal 
oscillator which operates at % of the final carrier frequency. The oscillator 
frequency is doubled, tripled, and amplified to the necessary level to drive 
the grid -modulated output stage. The DC component of the video signal 
is restored by means of a gated clamp at the input to the video driver. For 
color service, this clamp is modified by the addition of a simple 2200 ohm 
resistor to provide sufficient impedance to prevent distortion of the burst 
during the clamping interval. 

The video driver is direct -coupled to the grid- modulated power output 
stage through a constant -resistance network which provides a constant load 
for the video driver from DC up to the highest frequencies used. The differ- 
ence in DC potential between the plates of the video driver stage and the 
grids of the power amplifier (approximately 1100 volts) is compensated for 
by means of a "floating" bias supply. The output of the power amplifier is 

transmitted to the antenna through the vestigial sideband filter and the di- 
plexer, which combines the picture and sound signals. If it is desired to 
radiate an additional FM signal from the same antenna, a triplexer may be 
used. 
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Fib. 50 - Front view of a TT5A television transmitter with doors open. 

Reflectometers are provided on the transmission lines leading from both 
the picture and sound transmitters to permit measurements of the standing 
wave ratios and the power outputs. Monitor diodes which demodulate the 
picture signal may be connected to probes installed at various points in the 
transmission line. A monitor diode is shown in Figure 49 in the line leading 
from the diplexer to the antenna. Similar diodes might be used at the input 
to the vestigial sideband filter or between the filter and the diplexer. It is 

also desirable to provide a vestigial sideband demodulator to sample the 
signal in the transmission line leading to the antenna. Such a vestigial side - 
band demodulator has a frequency response characteristic corresponding to 
that of an ideal receiver; the signal available from such a demodulator most 
closely approximates the signal that should be displayed on the kinescope 
of a high quality receiver tuned to the transmitter. 

The arrangement of components in the TT5A television transmitter 
is indicated by Figure 50, which is a front view of the transmitter with the 
doors open. The first three racks on the left contain the aural transmitter, 
the fourth is the master control panel, and the four on the right contain the 
picture transmitter. The aural and picture power amplifiers are mounted in 
the upper sections of the last two racks on the left and right respectively. 
The FM exciter for the aural transmitter is located in the lower section of 
the first rack and the RF driver is in the second rack. The third rack contains 
power supplies for the aural transmitter. Racks five and six contain power 
supplies and part of the constant resistance network for the picture trans- 
mitter. The lower section of rack seven is occupied by the crystal oscillator, 
the frequency multipliers, and the RF driver for the picture transmitter. 
The video stages, the video driver, the "floating" bias supply, and the remain- 
ing sections of the constant- resistance network are located in rack eight. 

The transmitter controls that must be manipulated during routine opera- 
tion are mounted in a console, a photograph of which is shown in Figure 51. 
The panel at the left is the power control panel; in addition to switches for 
controlling the application of power to various parts of the transmitter, it 
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provides a number of pilot lights to indicate proper operation of such devices 
as water pumps, tower lights, etc., in addition to the various stages of the 
transmitter itself. At the center of the console is a master monitor which 
provides both a kinescope display for viewing pictures and a display for 
viewing video waveforms. The right hand panel provides controls for both 
the audio and video signals. Switches are provided to select the desired input 
to the transmitter and to select the signals for transmission to the monitor 
loudspeaker or for display on the master monitor. The video signal may be 
monitored at the input to the transmitter, at the output of the video driver 
stage, at the output of one or more monitor diodes connected to probes in the 
transmission lines to the vestigial sideband filter and antenna, or at the output 
of the vestigial sideband demodulator. 

C. AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT FOR TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS 

If the proposed NTSC field test signal specifications for color television 
are adopted, it is to be expected that all television transmitters designed and 
built in the future will be capable of radiating a color signal without modifica- 
tion; those currently being manufactured by RCA were designed with color 
requirements in mind. Existing transmitters may be used for color broad- 

Fig. 51 - Control console for a TT5A television transmitter. 
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casting by adjusting them for optimum performance and by inserting a few 
pieces of auxiliary equipment in the video input to compensate for various 
characteristics that require tighter tolerance limits than those initially pro- 
vided in the transmitter. A typical arrangement of transmitter equipment 
for color television service is shown in Figure 52. 

The stabilizing amplifier is used at the video input in order to remove 
low frequency disturbances from the signal and to establish the proper rela- 
tive levels of picture and synchronizing signal. The operating characteristics 
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TIME - DELAY 
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5 IDEBAND 
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AMPLIFIER CORREOTOR TRANSMITTER 

Fig. 52 -Block diagram for a color television transmitter with auxiliary equipment' 

of stabilizing amplifiers were discussed in Part II of this Exhibit. The 
phase and amplitude equalizer is essentially a video amplifier with ad- 
justable frequency and phase compensation circuits. This unit is used to 
accomplish the first two types of phase compensation discussed in Section A 
above and also to provide a final trim of the overall amplitude versus 
frequency characteristic for the transmitter (after the transmitter itself is 

adjusted for optimum frequency response). 
The adjustment of the amplitude and phase equalizer is made by con- 

ventional square wave techniques. The vestigial sideband demodulator must 
first be set up to duplicate the ideal receiver response characteristic as closely 
as possible. Then square waves with system -limited rise times are passed 
through the entire transmitter system and the waveform provided at the 
output of the vestigial sideband demodulator is viewed on a wideband CRO. 

* The only addition required by color is the time -delay precompensation network. 
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The phase controls on the phase and amplitude equalizer are then ad- 
justed to make the transients on the leading and trailing sides of each transi- 
tion in the signal as symmetrical as possible. The time -delay pre- compensation 
network should be in the circuit when these adjustments are made. 

The pre -compensation may be provided by a passive 75 ohm network 
which may simply be inserted in series with the 75 ohm cable connecting 
the phase and amplitude equalizer to the linearity corrector. 

The time -delay pre -compensation network used for the RCA color tele- 
vision field tests consists of an eight section all -pass filter of bridged -T form. 
The linearity corrector is a non -linear amplifier basically similar in design 
to the non -linear amplifiers used for gamma correction (see Figure 21). This 
unit is adjusted to have a transfer characteristic which is curved in the 
opposite direction from the curvature in the transmitter itself. 

The TT5A transmitter has a tendency to compress whites, so the 
linearity corrector is adjusted to provide white expansion. The linearity 
corrector is adjusted by passing a step signal through the combination of the 
linearity corrector and the transmitter and viewing the waveform at one 
of the diode monitoring positions. A new technique involving a subcarrier 
component superimposed on a step signal has been used with considerable 
success in making this adjustment. When using this new technique, a step - 
plus- subcarrier signal is passed through the equipment under test and then 
the step component of the signal is removed by means of a high -pass filter; 
any departure from linearity appears as a variation in the amplitude of the 
subcarrier envelope. 

The linearity corrector is made adjustable over a reasonable range so 
that slight variations in the overall characteristic as a result of different 
tube characteristics and tube aging effects may be compensated for. It is 

necessary to use a gated clamp circuit in the linearity corrector in order to 
maintain the black level at a constant voltage in the non -linear stage. The 
linearity corrector may be built into the stabilizing amplifier, where clamp 
pulses are already available. 

PART IV 

REMOTE PICKUP EQUIPMENT 

RCA has developed and produced a remote pickup unit for color tele- 
vision which makes possible the origination of color television programs from 
points outside regular broadcast studios. A photograph of this equipment 
is shown in Figure 53. The mobile pickup unit consists essentially of two 
camera chains mounted within a truck together with a synchronizing gen- 
erator, a colorplexer, and switching and monitoring facilities. A microwave 
transmitter is provided for the purpose of radiating a signal back to the main 
studio or transmitter site, and audio amplifiers are provided for the trans- 
mission of sound signals through telephone company circuits. The cameras 
themselves may, of course, be removed from the truck and operated at 
distances of up to 1000 feet. 
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Fig. 53 - Remote pickup unit for RCA color television. 
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Fig. 54-Block diagram showing the major electronic equipment installed in 
remote pickup unit. 
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The major pieces of equipment used in the mobile pickup unit are shown 
in the block diagram in Figure 54. The two camera chains constitute the 
basic signal sources, but a color bar generator is also provided for the genera- 
tion of special test signals. The camera chains are the same as those shown 
in Figure 8 and described in an earlier section of this exhibit, except that only 
one gamma corrector is used following a switcher for both camera chains. 
The colorplexer, burst flag generator, color monitor, and the oscillator and 
counter unit are all the same as the corresponding units previously discussed. 
The synchronizing generator employed is a standard RCA field synchronizing 
generator, which is packaged in two separate suitcase -style cases. The cir- 
cuits in this field synchronizing generator are identical to those used in the 
TG1A studio synchronizing generator. Frequency control for the synchron- 
izing generator is transferred from the crystal oscillator normally included 
in this generator to the external subcarrier oscillator and counter unit, in the 
manner previously discussed. The microwave transmitter is of the same type 
commonly used for black and white remote pickup service and for studio 
to transmitter links; the bandwidth of this equipment is sufficiently wide to 
accommodate a color television signal. 

A receiver is provided in the remote pickup truck in order to permit 
monitoring of the signals from the station's main transmitter. As indicated 
on the diagram, the video output from the second detector of this receiver 
is brought out so that it can be applied to a color monitor during color tele- 
casts. A black and white television receiver is useful for cueing purposes 
as well as for monitoring the quality of pictures actually produced by the 
mobile unit. Conventional audio equipment is provided to handle the sound 
portion of color television programs. As noted in Figure 54, up to eight 
microphone inputs can be accommodated. A transcription turntable is also 
carried as an auxiliary unit so recorded music or other sounds may be pro- 
vided at the remote pickup site. It is customary to use at least two audio lines 
on a remote pickup. One of these is used for outgoing sound, while the other 
is used for a return audio line from the main studio; this second line is very 
useful for audio cueing. 

In addition to the basic units shown in Figure 54, the remote pickup 
truck contains power supplies, test equipment, and a few generators for spe- 
cial test signals. Nine standard RCA field power supplies, supplying one 
ampere each at +280 volts, are mounted in a special rack at the rear of the 
truck. A wideband cathode -ray oscilloscope is mounted on a rotatable 
pedestal near the center of the truck. This oscilloscope may be used to check 
circuits in all parts of the truck without removing it from its mounting. A 
special switcher is provided to permit the oscilloscope to be connected 
rapidly to points that require frequent monitoring. 

The test signal generators carried on the truck include a step generator 
for setting the gamma corrector circuit, a color bar generator for adjusting 
the colorplexer circuits, and a so- called "burst generator" for making rapid 
frequency response checks of the overall system. The last mentioned piece 
of equipment provides a synthetic television signal consisting of a group of 
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Fig. 56 - Interior view of the remote pickup unit, showing the control consoles. 

five bursts in each horizontal line; each burst is of a different frequency in 
the range between .5 and 4.3 mc. 

The arrangement of the remote pickup equipment within the truck is 
illustrated by the simplified layout sketch presented as Figure 55. The inside 
dimensions of the truck are approximately 18 feet by 7.5 feet. Two consoles - one for the program director, the technical director, and the audio engi- 
neer, and the other for the two video engineers who operate the cameras - 
are provided near the front end of the truck. A black and white receiver 
and a color monitor are mounted in positions such that they can be seen 
from both consoles. Standard video racks are mounted along one side of the 
truck and special shelves on the other side are used to hold the field power 
supplies, the sync generator, and the gamma corrector. 

Space not actually occupied by equipment is used for storage; for ex- 
ample, a rack for the storage of image orthicon tubes is provided under the 
color monitor, and a special cabinet for the storage of microphones and 
other audio equipment is mounted above the monitor. The storage cabinet 
to the rear of the color monitor provides space for the storage of small tubes 
and parts, an electro -zoom lens, and small test equipment. 

The two video racks for the two camera chains contain the control 
amplifiers, the focus coil current regulators, and the -500 volt power sup- 
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Fig. 57 - Interior view of the remote pickup unit, showing racks for electronic 
equipment. 

plies for each camera. In the bottom of camera control rack number two is 
mounted a 24 volt DC power supply for the intercom system within the 
truck. Control rack number one provides space for the subcarrier oscillator 
and counter, a master jack panel permitting interconnections between the 
various units, the colorplexer, a power switch control panel, and the burst 
flag generator. Control rack number two mounted below the black and 
white television receiver contains the color bar generator, the step generator, 
the microwave transmitter control unit, and the audio monitor amplifier. 
Monitor loudspeakers are mounted near the front of the truck just above 
the audio engineer's position. 

Figure 56 is a photograph of the interior of the truck showing the two 
control consoles. The technical director sits at the left (the shelf in front 
of him is hinged so that it may be lowered to gain access to the main aisle 
of the truck), the program director sits in the middle, and the audio engineer 
sits on the right hand end of the first console. Two video operators, each 
responsible for the operation of one camera chain, sit at the second console. 
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Fig. 58 - Another view of the interior of the remote pickup unit. 

As noted previously, two standard console sections are used for each RCA 
color television camera chain. Other views of the interior of the remote 
pickup unit are shown in Figures 57 and 58. Four fans are provided for 
cooling the van and all wiring is carried in overhead ducts. 
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APPENDIX A 

BROADCAST STATION EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 
RCA COLOR TELEVISION SYSTEM 

INTRODUCTION 

This Appendix outlines RCA's present plans with respect to the production 
of color equipment for broadcast stations. The introduction of commercial color 
television broadcasting will probably pass through four clearly defined stages 
for the majority of television broadcast stations. These stages may be described 
as follows: 

Stage 1. Network Operation only. In the early days of commercial color 
television broadcasting, it is likely that most color programs will be originated 
in the studios of the major networks. The only steps that the owner of an 
existing television station must take to provide color service are the adjustment 
of his transmitter to radiate a color signal, and the provision of equipment to 
monitor the signal received from the network. 

Stage 2. Provision for Slides. Still pictures in color may be produced at 
a local broadcast station by the addition of a color slide camera and the auxiliary 
equipment needed to produce a color signal in accordance with the proposed 
NTSC signal specifications. 

Stage 3. Film Pickup. More intense local programming may be provided 
by the addition of color film scanning equipment. The auxiliary equipment 
needed to process the signals is the same as that already provided in Stage 2. 

Stage 4. Live Pickup. Eventually, most broadcast stations will want to 
originate live programs in color from their own studios or from points of interest 
in their own communities. To do this, they will require live color cameras and 
more complete switching and distribution facilities to provide the programming 
flexibility provided in present -day black and white studios. The amount of this 
equipment will vary widely from station to station depending on individual 
requirements. 

In order to facilitate the introduction of commercial color television broad- 
casting service, RCA's initial plans are to produce appropriate broadcast equip- 
ment on a custom basis. This program will enable interested broadcasters to 
proceed with color early in 1954. Meanwhile, RCA will continue its development 
and design activity leading toward a regular commercial production program. 

The custom -made equipment contemplated for the stages delineated above 
is described briefly below, and an indication is given of approximate prices and 
delivery dates. 
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EQUIPMENT FOR STAGE 1 

(Network only) 

The color equipment needed to supplement the monochrome facilities in 
an existing television station to enable it to broadcast network programs in 
color is as follows: 

(a) New Color Equipment 

Quantity Description 

2 Color Stabilizing Amplifiers, which perform the same basic func- 
tions as black and white stabilizing amplifiers and also include 
provisions for handling the color synchronizing bursts. Amplitude 
linearity correction circuits will also be included for the compensa- 
tion of transmitters. 

1 Tricolor Monitor, which produces a color picture for monitoring 
purposes on an RCA tricolor tube. 

1 Low Frequency Phase Equalizer, which provides phase compensa- 
tion for the cut -off region of the lower sideband of the picture 
carrier. 

1 High Frequency Phase Equalizer, which provides phase compensa- 
tion for the upper portion of the upper sideband, including provision 
for the phase compensation specified in the proposed NTSC signal 
specifications for receiver cut -off. 

1 Transmitter Conversion Kit, which contains the parts needed for 
relatively minor modifications in existing transmitters and sideband 
filters. 

1 Demodulator Kit. 
Estimated total price, new color equipment: $11,500 

(b) Standard Stock Items 
Miscellaneous standard power supplies, racks, and associated hardware. 

Estimated total price, standard items: $3,000 

(c) Recommended Test Equipment (depending on individual station re- 
quirements) 

Quantity Description 

1 Convergence Dot Generator, which provides a test signal capable of 
producing a pattern of dots on the tricolor monitor to facilitate 
convergence adjustments. 

1 Color Monitor Analyzer, which provides a test signal consisting of 
a simplified color bar pattern. 
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Quantity Description 

1 Linearity Checker, which provides a test signal consisting of a 
staircase waveform with blanking and synchronizing pulses and 
superimposed subcarrier. Provision is included for adjusting the 
AC axis of the signal. This test signal is useful for checking ampli- 
tude linearity and, in conjunction with the color signal analyzer 
below, for checking phase intermodulation (phase versus ampli- 
tude). 

1 Color Signal Analyzer, which is a piece of test equipment for 
making phase measurements at the color subcarrier frequency, and 
also provides complete analysis of color bar signals to check color - 
plexer adjustments, and to detect possible distortions in any trans- 
mission circuit. 

1 Burst -Controlled Oscillator, which is useful auxiliary equipment for 
the color signal analyzer, in that it provides a continuous reference 
subcarrier signal locked in to the bursts on any composite color 
signal. 

1 Television Oscilloscope, which may be the RCA type TO -524D or 
the equivalent. 

1 Square Wave Generator, to provide a signal with rapid transitions 
for checking phase adjustments. 

Estimated total price, recommended test equipment: $10,000 

It is anticipated that deliveries of equipment for Stage 1 will begin during 
first quarter of 1954. 

EQUIPMENT FOR STAGE 2 

(Provision for Slides) 

The additional equipment needed by broadcast stations to enable them to 
originate color television pictures from slides is listed below. 

(a) New Color Equipment 

Quantity Description 

1 Color Slide Camera, which includes a light source, an optical system 
with a dichroic mirror light splitter and color correction filters, a 
pickup unit with associated preamplifiers, and circuits for applying 
aperture compensation and gamma correction to the video signals. 

1 Color Frequency Standard, which contains a crystal- controlled 
master oscillator operating at the subcarrier frequency and count- 
ing circuits to provide a 31.5 kc signal for the control of the syn- 
chronizing generator. 
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1 Burst Flag Generator, which provides a keying pulse which is used 
in the colorplexers to gate in the bursts after each horizontal syn- 
chronizing pulse. 

1 Modification Kit for RCA Sync Generator, which contains the parts 
needed to make the simple modification involved in transferring 
the frequency control of the sync generator from its internal oscil- 
lator to the 31.5 Ice signal generated by the frequency standard. 

1 Colorplexer, which (1) cross -mixes red, green, and blue signals 
provided by the color slide scanner to produce a luminance signal 
and two chrominance signals, (2) modulates the two chrominance 
signals upon two subcarriers of the same frequency but in phase 
quadrature, (3) adds the luminance signal and the two modulated 
subcarrier signals to produce a single three -variable signal in accord- 
ance with the proposed NTSC signal specifications, (4) produces 
the color- synchronizing bursts in the correct phase relative to the 
subcarrier signals, and (5) provides for the addition of sync pulses, 
if desired. 

1 Tricolor Monitor, as previously described.* 

1 Master Monitor with Auxiliary Unit, which provides facilities for 
viewing the three video outputs of the slide scanner in black and 
white (either separately or in combination) to check optical and 
electrical focus, and also provides for the display of the three 
primary -color waveforms side by side on an oscilloscope. 

(b) Additional Recommended Test Equipment 

Quantity Description 

1 Color Bar Generator, which provides red, green, and blue video 
signals capable of producing a pattern of highly- saturated color 
bars. These color bar signals are very useful for checking color - 
plexer adjustments because they produce easily recognized wave- 
forms. 

Estimated total price, additional new color equipment, includ- 
ing color bar generator: $29,750 

(c) Standard Stock Items 

A separate synchronizing generator for color is desirable in most set -ups, 
and miscellaneous standard power supplies, distribution amplifiers, jack panels, 
racks, and associated hardware are required. 

Estimated total price, standard stock items for a typical slide 
camera installation, including synchronizing generator: 
$13,500 

It is anticipated that delivery of equipment for Stage 2 color operation will 

commence during the first quarter of 1954. 

As functions are increased, an increase in number of monitors is desirable. 
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EQUIPMENT FOR STAGE 3 

(Addition of Color Film Equipment) 

The additional equipment that will enable a station equipped for Stage 2 
operation to add programming from color motion picture film is as follows : 

(a) New Color Equipment 

Quantity Description 

1 16mm Film Chain, consisting of a light source and a 16mm fast 
pull down projector, together with a pick -up unit, preamplifiers, 
aperture compensators, and gamma correctors. A special power 
supply for the projector motor is also supplied. 

1 Colorplexer, as described under Stage 2. 

1 Tricolor Monitor, as described under Stage 1. 

1 Master Monitor with Auxiliary Unit, as described under Stage 2. 

Estimated total price, additional color equipment for Stage 
3: $43,000 

(b) Additional Test Equipment 
None required above that provided for Stages 1 and 2. 

(c) Standard Stock Items 
Miscellaneous standard power supplies, distribution amplifiers, jack panels, 

racks, and associated hardware. 
Estimated tctal price, additional standard stock items for 

Stage 3: $7,600 

It is anticipated that equipment for Stage 3 color broadcasting will be 
available for delivery during the second quarter of 1954. 

EQUIPMENT FOR STAGE 4 

(Provision for Live Pickup in Color) 

Once a station is equipped for either Stage 2 or Stage 3 color broadcasting, 
it will be possible to expand operations to include simple live programs by adding 
the following equipment: 

(a) New Color Equipment 

Quantity Description 

1 3 -Tube Color Camera, consisting of a lens turret, an image- dividing 
optical system, three image orthicon tubes with associated pre- 
amplifiers, and deflection and blanking circuits. 

1 View Finder and Hood, which provides a black and white image 
which the camera operator may use to check focus, registration, 
and picture composition. The primary color channels may be viewed 
separately, or in various combinations. 
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1 Set of Camera Control Equipment, consisting of circuits for the 
control of the image orthicons and for the processing of the video 
signals, including aperture compensation and gamma correction, 
plus a shading generator and a remote control panel for mounting 
in a console. 

1 Master Monitor with Auxiliary Equipment, as described under Stage 
2. This equipment is mounted adjacent to the remote control panel 
in the console and provides for the monitoring of registration 
adjustments as well as picture focus and signal levels. 

1 Colorplexer, as described under Stage 2. 

1 Tricolor Monitor, as described under Stage 1. 

Estimated total price, additional color equipment for Stage 
4: $56,500 

(b) Additional Test Equipment 
None required above that provided for Stages 1 and 2. 

(c) Standard Stock Items 

Quantity Description 

1 Set of standard television lenses for camera. 

1 Studio pedestal or tripod mounting for camera, including heavy 
duty friction head. 

Miscellaneous camera accessories, such as cables, intercom headsets, circuit 
breakers, and meters. 

Miscellaneous power supplies and distribution equipment. 
Console housings and racks, with associated hardware. 

Estimated total price, additional standard stock items for 
Stage 4: $13,000 

It is anticipated that deliveries of live pickup color equipment will com- 
mence during the first quarter of 1954. 

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Although it is believed that the four stages used as a framework for this 
Appendix represent a logical pattern of growth for the majority of broadcast 
stations, it is recognized that there will undoubtedly be some broadcasters who 
will want to get into color activity on a complete scale right from the start. In 
these cases, RCA will accept orders for larger quantities of custom -made 
equipment, and will assist such broadcasters in the planning of switching and 
distribution systems capable of providing any desired degree of operating flexi- 
bility. It should be noted that the amount of color test equipment required by 
a broadcaster depends to some extent on his physical layout; if his studio and 
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transmitter locations are separated, he may wish to provide some test equipment 
units for both locations. 

The prices quoted above are all based on present equipment designs and 
very limited scale production. It is expected that substantial price reductions 
can be made when commercial product designs are finalized and the production 
of color equipment is placed cn a standardized basis. 
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